Winners of the Inter-House Group Singing Competition

Stds. 5 & 6
1st - RED HOUSE
2nd - BLUE HOUSE
3rd - GREEN HOUSE
4th - YELLOW HOUSE

Stds. 7 & 8
1st - YELLOW HOUSE
2nd - RED HOUSE
3rd - BLUE HOUSE
4th - GREEN HOUSE

Winners of the Inter-House Solo Singing Competition

Std. 5
1st - SALONI DESOUZA (GREEN)
2nd - AVA CONTRACTOR (BLUE)
3rd - JOLINE BALRAJ (RED)

Std. 6
1st - MISHKA SHETTY (YELLOW)
2nd - GAYATRI DUTT (RED)
3rd - ANANYA GAUNEKAR (GREEN)

Std. 7
1st - CHERISE GOMES (YELLOW)
2nd - PRIYANKA ANANTAKRISHNAN (RED)
3rd - VHEER KHANNA (GREEN)

Std. 8
1st - ANAYA BAVADEKAR (RED)
2nd - ANANYA BISWAS (YELLOW)
3rd - SAMARTH MADHIVANAN (GREEN)

Winners of the Inter-House Solo Piano Instrumental Competition

Stds. 5 & 6
1st - HAYDN CORREA (YELLOW)
2nd - ZIDAAN MULCHANDANI (GREEN)
3rd - JOSH VARGHESE (BLUE)

Stds. 7 & 8
1st - SAMEERA CUNHA (BLUE)
2nd - ANAYA BAVADEKAR (RED)
3rd - AHANA LOUZADO (YELLOW)

Winners of the Inter-House Guitar Instrumental Competition

Stds 5 & 6
1st - RAINIER JAYANT (YELLOW)
2nd - RANVEER KAMAT (BLUE)
3rd - JAI BELLARE (GREEN)

Stds 7 & 8
1st - SIDDHARTH MODY (GREEN)
2nd - PRATHAM MEHRA (YELLOW)
3rd - ADITI SRINIVASAN (BLUE)

continued page 2
Winners of the Inter-House Keyboard Instrumental Competition

Stds. 5 & 6
1st - ARYAN BAWARI (GREEN)
2nd - NATASHA RAO (BLUE)
3rd - VIVEK RAMESH (YELLOW)

Stds. 7 & 8
1st - ZYAN MULLA (YELLOW)
2nd - ISAAC RODRIGUES (GREEN)
3rd - TOSHANI VOHRA (BLUE)

Winners of the Instrumental Competition (Open Category)

Stds. 5 & 6
1st - NOAH CEREJO – DRUMS (BLUE)
2nd - SAACHI KHANDEPARKER – VIOLIN (YELLOW) & SHIV KINI - TABLA (RED)
3rd - VIYAN GOEL - DRUMS (RED) & JOEL NIRMAL - DRUMS (GREEN)

Stds. 7 & 8
1st - AADYAH VADAPALLI - VIOLA (BLUE)
2nd - SAMARTH MADHIVANAN - TABLA (GREEN)
3rd - VIR SHAH – DRUMS (RED)